2012 Midwest Law & Society Retreat Timeline and Panel Assignments - Final as of 9/11/12

Friday, Sept. 21st
3:00 pm Registration and Refreshments at Pyle Center Room 325/326

1 3:00-3:25 Registration
3:30-4:45 Opening Session
4:45-5:00 Break
Welcome: Erlanger
Keynote Address: Suchman
Program Overview: Buenger

2 5:00-6:00 Plenary Panel in 325
6:00-6:30 Discussion Sessions
6:30-6:45 Break; reconvene in first floor Alumni Lounge
Plenary Session: The 2nd Generation of The Law and Society Reader
Chair: Erlanger; Panel: Larson & Schmidt; Comments: Edelman
Discussion Session room assignments by last name and leader: Last name A-C room 325 (Schmidt); D-Hi room 327 (Larson); Ho-K room 205 (MarshallA); L-Shi room 111 (Suchman); Sho-Z room 112 (Erlanger)

3 6:45 Reception and Dinner
8:15 Informal Discussions
9:00 Adjourn
After Dinner Discussion Leaders and Topics: (groups may convene in the dining room, on the Terrace, or other venue of choice)
Getting Your Mojo in the Classroom: Erlanger: “Tips for Improving the Teaching and Learning Experience”

Saturday, Sept. 22nd
8:30 Continental Breakfast at Pyle Center room 325/326

Timeline / Room | Main Meeting Room A: 325/326 | Breakout B: 332 | Breakout C: 335 | Breakout D: 309
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
4 9:00-10:10 Sessions (70 min.)
10:10-10:25 Break
4A Health Care
Chair: Suchman
Panel: Karwaki, Liang, Rubin
4B Food Markets
Chair: Mitchell
Panel: Cohen, Ela, Morris
4C Collateral Consequences
Chair: Sidel
Panel: Garretson, Kaiser, Phelps
4D Cultural Representation
Chair: MarshallA
Panel: Alexander, Alinder, Biggs

5 10:25-11:35 Sessions (70 min.)
11:35-11:50 Break
5A Courts & Conflict in the Middle Ages
Chair: Wangerin
Panel: Keyser, Kuskowski, Shoemaker
5B Transnational
Chair: Hendley
Panel: Alfonso- Sierra, Dasgupta
5C Human Rights
Chair: Klug
Panel: Babul, Dutton, Huneeus
5D Criminal Justice
Chair: Grunewald
Panel: David, Findley, Marder

6 11:50-12:40 Sessions (50 min.)
12:40 Break for lunch
6A Law and Mind
Chair: Edwards
Panel: Blitz, Martinez
6B Border Negotiations
Chair: Massoglia
Panel: Jew, Light
6C Defining Legal Status
Chair: Welke
Panel: Nasta, Turner
6D Sustainable Futures
Chair: Atapattu
Panel: Gasteyer, Gilmore

12:40-1:50 Lunch in first floor Alumni Lounge
1:50-2:00 Break; reconvene in third floor meeting rooms

7 2:00-3:10 Sessions (70 min.)
3:10-3:25 Break
7A Engendering Law
Chair: Hoffmann
Panel: Barry-Kessler, Kaufman, Quintanilla
7B Digital Pedagogy
Chair: Howard
Panel: Buenger + Grunewald + Macasaet; Jordan
7C Social Movements
Chair: Edelman
Panel: Munch, Myrick, Stobaugh
7D Judicial Policy and Courthouse Culture
Chair: Steilen
Panel: Dvorak, Lowry-Fritz, MarshallJ

8 3:25-4:35 Sessions (70 min.)
4:35-4:40 Return to break area
8A Law Makers
Chair: Sandefur
Panel: Batlan, Borland, Longazel
8B Sexuality
Chair: Trautner
Panel: Borchert, Kostie, Hoppe
8C Jurisprudence
Chair: Van Hoy
Panel: Conley, Grosso+O’Brien, Hoffmeister
8D On Law Online
Chair: Liu
Panel: Bernstein, Chaney+Liebler +Simon, Richards+Zhao

9 4:40 Closing Comments and Conversations
5:00 Adjourn
Comments: Erlanger